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Highwire Regulates Synaptic Growth in Drosophila
Drosophila NMJ is a dynamic structure, growing newHong I. Wan,* Aaron DiAntonio,*§ Richard D. Fetter,*
boutons and sprouting new branches during larval de-Kendra Bergstrom,* Roland Strauss,²
velopment. The Drosophila NMJ shares several impor-and Corey S. Goodman*³
tant features with central excitatory synapses in the*Howard Hughes Medical Institute
vertebrate brain. The Drosophila NMJ is a glutamatergicDepartment of Molecular and Cell Biology
synapse and has ionotropic glutamate receptors homol-University of California, Berkeley
ogous to those of humans (Petersen et al., 1997). ThisBerkeley, California 94720
synapse does not have a conspicuous basal lamina sep-²Theodor-Boveri-Institut fuer Biowissenschaften
arating the two sides, as does the vertebrate NMJ, butLS Genetik
rather appears by ultrastructural analysis to consist ofAm Hubland
close membrane apposition of pre- and postsynapticD-97074 WuÈ rzburg
cells. Finally, this synapse is organized into a series ofGermany
boutons and branches that can be added or eliminated
during development and plastic changes.
As the Drosophila larva develops from first to thirdSummary
instar over a period of several days, the surface area of
the postsynaptic muscle increases as much as 100-fold.
The formation, stabilization, and growth of synaptic
During this developmental period, there is a concomitant
connections are dynamic and highly regulated pro-
growth of the presynaptic nerve terminal, resulting in
cesses. The glutamatergic neuromuscular junction
up to a 10-fold increase in the number of boutons and
(NMJ) in Drosophila grows new boutons and branches
a 10-fold increase in the number of active zones per
throughout larval development. A primary walking be- bouton (Schuster et al., 1996a).
havior screen followed by a secondary anatomical A number of activity-dependent and activity-indepen-
screen led to the identification of the highwire (hiw) dent mechanisms appear to control the dramatic larval
gene. In hiw mutants, the specificity of motor axon growth of this synapse. Long-term activity-dependent
pathfinding and synapse formation appears normal. synaptic plasticity was first demonstrated at this syn-
However, NMJ synapses grow exuberantly and are apse by genetic manipulations that alter neuronal activ-
greatly expanded in both the number of boutons and ity and cAMP concentrations. K1 channel mutants, such
the extent and length of branches. These synapses as ether a go-go Shaker (eag Sh), increase neuronal
appear normal ultrastructurally but have reduced activity, and synaptic structure and branching (Budnik
quantal content physiologically. hiw encodes a large et al., 1990). In addition, dunce (dnc) mutants, deficient in
protein found at presynaptic terminals. Within presyn- cAMP phosphodiesterase, increase synaptic structure
aptic terminals, HIW is localized to the periactive zone (Zhong and Wu, 1991; Zhong et al., 1992). This activity-
surrounding active zones; Fasciclin II (Fas II), which dependent synaptic growth is controlled in part by the
also controls synaptic growth, is found at the same regulation of the levels of the synaptic cell adhesion
location. molecule (CAM) Fasciclin II (Fas II) (Schuster et al.,
1996b). Genetic analysis showed that this downregula-
Introduction tion of Fas II is both necessary and sufficient for struc-
tural plasticity at this synapse: FasII mutants that de-
Once synapses form, most of them are not static but crease Fas II levels by z50% lead to sprouting, similar to
continue to expand and retract throughout the animal's eag Sh and dnc, while transgenes that maintain synaptic
life. What is the molecular machinery that controls syn- Fas II levels suppress sprouting in eag Sh and dnc.
aptic growth? How are synaptic activity and signaling A role for CAMs in the control of synaptic growth is
translated into expansion or retraction of synaptic termi- not unique to Drosophila. In fact, CAMs of both the
immunoglobulin and cadherin families are thought tonals? We reasoned that synaptic growth, like other de-
play important roles in the regulation of synaptic growthvelopmental processes, is likely to be under both posi-
in organisms as diverse as snails and mammals (Baileytive and negative control. To identify such positive and
et al., 1992; Mayford et al., 1992; Doherty et al., 1995;negative regulators, we decided to take a genetic ap-
Fields and Itoh, 1996; Schachner, 1997). Although CAMsproach in Drosophila, employing genetic screens to un-
have been implicated in the control of synaptic growth,cover mutants with changes in the rate and extent of
little is known about the molecular machinery that car-growth of the synapse.
ries out this growth process. This lack of knowledge ledThe most accessible synapse in Drosophila for such
us to undertake a genetic approach to identify genesa genetic approach is the neuromuscular junction (NMJ).
and genetic pathways controlling synaptic growth. WeIn contrast to the fairly static NMJ in mammals, the
took advantage of a sophisticated behavioral screen of
the X chromosome conducted to detect walking mu-³ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: goodman@
tants (Strauss, 1995a, 1995b). The X chromosome repre-uclink4.berkeley.edu).
sents about 20% of the Drosophila genome.§ Present address: Department of Molecular Biology and Pharma-
We thus undertook a secondary anatomical screen ofcology, Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, Mis-
souri 63110. the larval NMJ of this preselected collection of walking
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Figure 1. hiw Mutants Have Dramatically Expanded Synaptic Structure at Third Instar NMJs
Wild-type (A, C, E, and G) and hiw mutant (B, D, F, and H) third instar larvae were stained with anti-Syt and anti±Fas II to reveal presynaptic
branches and boutons.
(A±D) Muscle 4: in wild-type larvae (A and C), muscle 4 is innervated by two motor neurons (here called MN4a and MN4b, [A]). MN4a has a
type Ib and MN4b, a type Is, terminal arbor. Both motor terminals are present on muscle 4 in hiw mutants but contain many more branches
and boutons (compare [B] and [D] with [A] and [C]).
(E±H) Muscles 12 and 13: the pattern of motor axon innervation of muscles 12 and 13 is also correct in hiw mutants, although the terminal
branches are much longer and more numerous (compare [F] and [H] with [E] and [G]). Genotypes are wild-type (Berlin) (A, C, E, and G); hiwEMS
(B and D); and hiwND8/RK4 (F and H).
mutants. Using this genetic approach, we identified hiw mutants is dramatic; all NMJs grow exuberantly. hiw
encodes a large protein that is localized at periac-highwire (hiw) as a gene that controls synaptic growth
at the larval NMJ. The increase in synaptic structure in tive zones which surround active zones at synaptic
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terminals, the same region where Fas II is localized. Hiw
appears to function as a negative regulator of synaptic
growth.
Results
hiw Mutants Have Expanded Presynaptic Terminals
at Neuromuscular Synapses in Third
Instar Larvae
Each abdominal hemisegment in the Drosophila embryo
and larva has a stereotyped pattern of 30 muscles, each
identifiable by its size, shape, body wall insertion posi-
tion, and expression of molecular markers. About 45
motor neurons extend axons to innervate specific mus-
cles in each hemisegment.
At the larval NMJ, there are two major types of synap-
tic terminals (Johansen et al., 1989). Type I synapses
have larger boutons and use glutamate as their neuro-
transmitter, while type II synapses have smaller boutons
containing a variety of vesicles, including dense core
vesicles filled with other transmitters, such as neuropep-
tides and biogenic amines (Atwood et al., 1993). Type I
boutons are surrounded postsynaptically by a conspicu-
ous subsynaptic reticulum (SSR) consisting of multiple
folds and invaginations of the muscle cell membrane.
Type I synapses can be further divided into type Ib (big)
and type Is (small) based on the sizes of their boutons.
These synapses undergo dynamic growth during larval
development. As the muscle increases its volume, there
is a parallel increase in the number of synaptic boutons
and the number and complexity of branches (Schuster
et al., 1996a; Zito et al., 1999).
In a pilot effort to look for synaptic structural mutants,
we screened a collection of viable mutants on the X
chromosome, looking for structural defects at the NMJ
of third instar larvae. These 230 mutant lines have vari-
ous degrees of walking defects in adults (R. S., unpub-
lished data). We used antibodies against synaptotagmin
Figure 2. Growth of NMJ Synapses in Wild-Type and hiw Mutant(Syt) (Littleton et al., 1993) and Fas II (Van Vactor et al.,
Larvae
1993) as markers to label NMJ synaptic terminals of
Quantification of the number of type I boutons at synapses on mus-
third instar larvae. We identified one mutant line, hiw, cles 6/7 (A) and muscle 4 (B), and the value of synaptic span (calcu-
which has a dramatic synaptic structure phenotype (Fig- lated by dividing the length of type I synapses by the length of the
ure 1). This initial hiwEMS mutant allele and all 12 subse- muscle) of the synapses on muscle 12 (C). All measurements are
made in segment A3 at various larval stages in wild type (Berlin)quent hiwND mutant alleles, as well as 3 P element alleles
and hiwEMS mutants labeled with anti-Syt and anti±Fas II. The results(see below), behave as viable recessive alleles. They are
are plotted as a function of the rectangular muscle surface area ofall viable as transheterozygotes with each other or with
the corresponding muscles. The growth curve of the number of
deficiencies that remove the gene. boutons in both wild type and hiw mutants can be fitted best with
In hiw mutants, the presynaptic boutons visualized by power functions: hiw, y 5 2.7 x0.39 (r 5 0.9); wild type, y 5 1.2 x0.39
Syt staining are more numerous at all NMJs (Figure 2; (r 5 0.9) (A); hiw, y 5 2.5 x0.38 (r 5 0.8); wild type, y 5 0.5 x0.45 (r 5
0.8) (B). The developmental stages, which are relatively linear withTable 1). Compared with wild-type synapses, hiw syn-
surface area, are indicated above the graph. Abbreviations: e-2nd,apses have a greatly expanded branching pattern. The
early second instar; l-2nd, late second instar; e-3rd, early third instar;presynaptic terminal arbors contain many more Fas II±
m-3rd, mid±third instar.
positive branches, the branches are longer, and the
branch orders are increased (Table 2). The synaptic area,
the muscle surface area occupied by presynaptic struc- in the number of boutons. After correcting for muscle
area, hiw synapses also have a 2-fold increase in synap-tures, is also increased in hiw mutants (data not shown).
This synaptic overgrowth phenotype is 100% penetrant tic size compared with wild type. The combination of
hiwEMS chromosome in trans over deficiencies showedin that we observe expanded presynaptic arborizations
and an increased number of boutons at every NMJ in essentially identical phenotypes. Developmental curves
of both hiw and wild-type larvae (Figure 2) can be fittedevery segment of every mutant third instar animal.
We quantified several aspects of the mutant pheno- with similar types of power functions, but hiw synapses
have a larger synaptic size at first instar and grow at atype (Figure 2; Tables 1 and 2). We counted the number
of type I boutons on muscles 6/7 and on muscle 4 (Figure higher rate during further larval stages.
On average, there is a decrease of bouton size in hiw2; Table 1). hiw mutants have a 2-fold or greater increase
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Table 1. Synaptic Size Is Increased in hiw Mutants
Bouton Number Bouton Number/Muscle Surface Area
Genotype Muscle 6/7 Muscle 4 Muscle 6/7 Muscle 4
Wild-type 100 6 4 (32) 64 6 3 (30) 1.28 6 0.09 1.56 6 0.13
hiwEMS 205 6 8 (35) 142 6 4 (31) 3.22 6 0.15 3.58 6 0.15
hiwEMS/Df 217 6 11 (24) 164 6 6 (25) 3.24 6 0.16 3.88 6 0.2
Quantification of the number of boutons of synapses on muscle 6/7 and muscle 4 in wild-type (Berlin) and hiw mutant third instar larvae. The
unit for bouton number/muscle surface area is 1023 3 mm22. The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of hemisegments counted.
mutants (Figure 1). Given the dramatic increase in the Although the morphology of NMJ synapses is dramati-
cally expanded in hiw mutants, the specificity of connec-number of boutons, this decrease in bouton size might
reflect some limitation of one or more structural compo- tions is not altered. The initial motor axon pathfinding
and target selection appear normal. Antibodies that la-nents as a result of oversprouting. Type Ib and type Is
boutons still can be distinguished from one another in bel both CNS and peripheral axon pathways (anti±Fas
II and BP102 mAbs) reveal a normal pattern of axonhiw mutants, although both are smaller than their wild-
type counterparts. Our impression is that type II boutons pathways and a normal pattern of muscle innervation
(data not shown). We did observe longer and largerand branches are also more numerous in hiw mutants.
However, this phenotype is less dramatic and more diffi- presynaptic terminal branches on the surfaces of mus-
cles in hiw mutants toward the end of embryogenesis,cult to score, and thus we did not quantitate it.
To compare branching, we measured three aspects but the specificity of contacts was normal. It appears
that hiw mutants display the synaptic overgrowth phe-of the branching pattern on muscle 12 (Figure 2; Table
2). We chose muscle 12 for this analysis because its notype from the onset of synaptogenesis during em-
bryogenesis. This is consistent with our observation thatinnervation is relatively planar and accessible, and the
branching pattern of that innervation is relatively simple hiw first instar larvae, even 30 min after hatching, already
display a dramatic increase in bouton number (34 6 3in wild-type larvae, making it easier to quantitate branch
number and complexity. First, we examined the total boutons in hiw [n 5 7] versus 17 6 1 in wild type [n 5
18] at muscles 6/7) and increase in synaptic span (56% 6length of this synapse (of only those branches con-
taining type I boutons) as a function of the length of the 3% of muscle length in hiw versus 27% 6 2% in wild
type at muscle 12).muscle (Figure 2C; Table 2). We find that from the first
larval instar stage onward, the synaptic length in hiw
mutants is greater than in wild type. This relationship is
maintained throughout larval development. Several Synaptic Components Are Localized
Normally at hiw Mutant SynapsesSecond, we measured the length of the two longest
branches (Table 2). We find that these branches are We wanted to determine to what extent synaptic compo-
nents are localized normally in hiw mutant synapses.more than 2-fold longer in hiw mutants compared with
wild type. Postsynaptic glutamate receptors appear to be cor-
rectly localized just opposite active zones as determinedThird, we examined the branching pattern of this syn-
apse (Table 2). We divided the branches containing only by expression of the MHC-myc-DGluRIIA and MHC-
myc-DGluRIIB transgenes (Petersen et al., 1997) in hiwtype I boutons into different groups based on their
branch order and counted the number of branches. mutant larvae (Figures 3C and 3D; data not shown). The
presynaptic protein Syt and the synaptic CAM Fas II areThere is a dramatic increase in the complexity of
branches at hiw synapses; mutant synapses have many expressed normally at hiw mutant synapses (Syt shown
in Figures 3A and 3B; Fas II not shown). Several othermore branches and higher order branches. The average
number of branches is 16.5 6 0.6 (mean 6 SEM, n 5 synaptic proteins (Discs-large [DLG], Pak, and Dap160;
see below) are also localized correctly in hiw mutants55) at hiw synapses on muscle 12, compared with 7.7 6
0.3 (n 5 79) at the same synapse in third instar wild- (data not shown). Thus, many of the molecular events
associated with synapse formation, including clusteringtype larvae. hiw synapses on muscle 12 often have sev-
eral fifth order branches, something that is rarely ob- of postsynaptic receptors and organization of presynap-
tic vesicles, appear normal in hiw mutants. This is con-served in wild type (Table 2).
Table 2. hiw Mutants Have More and Longer Presynaptic Branches
Number of Branches Length of Branches (mm) Synaptic Span
Second (Synapse Length/
Genotype First Second Third Fourth Fifth Longest Longest Muscle Length 3 100)
Wild-type (79) 5.0 6 0.1 3.2 6 0.2 2.2 6 0.1 0.2 6 0.1 0 49.5 6 1.7 34.4 6 1.2 23.7 6 0.7
hiwEMS (57) 6.0 6 0.1 6.2 6 0.3 4.0 6 0.2 2.0 6 0.2 2.0 6 0.0 116.3 6 5.3 83.6 6 3.3 58.1 6 1.5
Quantification of branching pattern of the synapses on muscle 12. Wild-type (Berlin) and hiwEMS mutant third instar larvae were stained with
anti-Syt and anti±Fas II. Tye type I branches were divided into different groups based on branch order. The number of branches in each group
was counted. The lengths of synaptic branches and muscle were measured using an ocular micrometer (Zeiss).
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Figure 3. hiw Mutant Synapses Have Normal
Components and Ultrastructure
(A±D) Confocal micrographs of wild-type (A
and C) and hiwEMS mutant (B and D) synapses
in third instar larvae showing normal presyn-
aptic expression of synaptotagmin (Syt, red,
[A and B]) and normal postsynaptic expres-
sion of glutamate receptor IIA subunit (GluR-
IIA, green, [C and D]); Syt staining using anti-
Syt antibody, GluRIIA staining using anti-Myc in
flies carrying MHC-myc-GluRIIA transgene.
(E) Conventional EM analysis was performed
on hiwEMS/RK4 third instar larvae. A cross sec-
tion of a bouton on muscle 6 is shown. This
bouton looks identical to that of wild type.
Asterisks mark the positions of active zones.
SSR, the postsynaptic membrane infoldings,
has normal thickness and morphology. Inset
shows an active zone at higher magnification;
note that the electron-dense T bar structure
and clustered synaptic vesicles are present.
Scale bar, 1 mm; inset, 0.5 mm.
sistent with the observation that hiw mutants are viable examined serial sections of both hiw and wild-type bou-
and are not severely impaired in motor behaviors. tons at muscle 6 (segment A3) of third instar larvae in
To further examine the relationship of FasII and hiw, the electron microscope (EM). We found that the hiw
we tested whether overexpression of Fas II either pre- mutant synapses have active zones with T bars, clusters
or postsynaptically could rescue the hiw mutant pheno- of synaptic vesicles, and other features that appear wild-
type. We found that Fas II overexpression cannot rescue type (Figure 3E). The postsynaptic SSR also appeared
the hiw mutant phenotype (data not shown). This sug- normal in size and shape (Figure 3E). We quantified
gests that FasII is not downstream of hiw in the genetic some of these characteristics from serial sections of 9
control of synaptic growth. hiw boutons and compared them with similar data from
18 wild-type boutons. We find that although hiw boutons
are, on average, smaller than wild-type boutons, theyhiw Mutant Synapses Appear Normal Ultrastructurally
nevertheless have the same relative bouton surface areaGiven the dramatic structural phenotype we observed
per active zone (1.19 6 0.12 mm2 in hiw compared withat hiw NMJ synapses, we wondered whether the ultra-
structure of these mutant synapses was affected. We 1.01 6 0.08 in wild type, p 5 0.22, Student's t test). In
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Figure 4. hiw Mutants Have Decreased Syn-
aptic Transmisssion
(A) Representative traces of spontaneous
transmitter release recorded in 0.5 mM Ca21
from muscle 6 of male wild-type (Berlin) and
mutant (hiwEMS) third instar larvae. Scale bar,
1 mV (vertical axis); 200 ms (horizontal axis).
(B) Quantification of the average mEJP ampli-
tude. hiw mutants have reduced quantal size
compared with that of wild type (p , 0.001,
Student's t test). n is the number of segments
recorded.
(C) Representative traces of evoked transmit-
ter release recorded in 0.5 mM Ca21 from
muscle 6 of male wild-type (Berlin) and mu-
tant (hiwEMS) third instar larvae. Scale bar, 10
mV (vertical axis); 50 ms (horizontal axis).
(D) The mean EJP amplitude is significantly
reduced in hiw mutants compared with that
of the wild-type control (p , 0.001). n is the
number of segments recorded.
(E) Quantal content is significantly reduced
in hiw mutants (p , 0.001). The mean quantal
content was determined for each recording
by dividing the average superthreshold EJP
amplitude by the average amplitude of the
spontaneous miniature events. EJP ampli-
tudes were corrected for nonlinear summa-
tion before calculation of quantal content.
addition, the average maximum width of individual ac- responses to both spontaneous and evoked transmitter
tive zones (as measured by membrane apposition, loca- release. The mean amplitude of spontaneous miniature
tion of T bars, and clusters of synaptic vesicles) was junctional potentials (mEJPs), also called quantal size,
441 6 23 nm (n 5 22) in hiw compared with 469 6 24 is typically considered a measure of postsynaptic sensi-
nm (n 5 18) in wild type. Finally, the number of T bars tivity to transmitter (in principle, it might also reflect the
per active zone was statistically similar (0.61 6 0.03 in amount of neurotransmitter packed into each synaptic
hiw versus 0.53 6 0.06 in wild type, p 5 0.15). We con- vesicle, although this is less likely). The mean amplitude
clude from these data that the fundamental organiza- of the excitatory junctional potential (EJP), on the other
tion, size, and spacing of active zones in hiw mutants hand, depends on both the postsynaptic receptor func-
is relatively normal. tion and the amount of transmitter released from the
presynaptic terminal.
The average mEJP amplitude is only slightly reducedhiw Mutant Synapses Appear
in hiw mutants (0.65 6 0.03 mV [n 5 30] versus 0.91 6Abnormal Physiologically
0.04 mV [n 5 34] in wild type; Figure 4A). However, theGiven that hiw synapses, although greatly expanded,
evoked release is greatly reduced; the mutant shows aappear normal ultrastructurally, we wondered whether
66% decrease compared with wild type (7.75 6 0.86synaptic transmission is altered at these mutant syn-
mV [n 5 20] versus 22.58 6 1.73 mV [n 5 19], respec-apses. One might imagine that the expanded structure
tively; Figure 4B). Thus, the quantal content (number ofwould lead to a stronger synapse. Much to our surprise,
vesicles released) of the mutant synapses (13.18 6 1.41we found that these expanded synapses are actually
[n 5 16]; Figure 4C), which is estimated by dividing theweaker physiologically.
mean EJP amplitude by the mean mEJP amplitude andWe performed intracellular recordings from muscle
adjusting for nonlinear summation, is about 34% of that6 (segment A3) of third instar larvae. This muscle is
of wild type (39.22 6 4.64 [n 5 15]). Quantal content isinnervated by type I glutamatergic boutons from motor
neurons RP3 and 6/7b. We measured the postsynaptic an indication of presynaptic function. Since we did not
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Figure 5. HIW Is a Large Protein with Homologs in C. elegans and Human
(A) The genomic organization of the hiw locus. Exons are indicated by boxes and introns, by lines. Conserved protein domains are indicated
by the same colors as in (B). Locations of P element alleles and the nature of molecular lesions in EMS alleles are indicated. Alleles ND8,
-9, -42, and -69 have premature stop codons. ND16 (a strong allele) has an amino acid substitution of a conserved residue (D4068), and ND51
(a weak allele) has an amino acid change of a nonconserved residue (G2054). The exon±intron junctions were deduced by comparing cDNA
and genomic sequences. Gene A (encoded by LD10566) is located in the large intron, which spans z34 kb. This region corresponds
approximately to cytological location 13A5-8. Centromere is to the right.
(B) Schematics of HIW protein and HIW homologs. Conserved protein domains are as marked, with percent amino acid identity between
domains. The yellow box above HIW protein indicates the fragment that is expressed in pUAS-HIWC1-LD. The small green box indicates the
fragment used to generate anti-HIW mAb 6H4.
(C) Phylogenetic tree of HIW and HIW homologs. Relationships between HIW, Pam, and RPM-1 were determined by CLUSTAL analysis. The
scale beneath the tree measures the distance between sequences.
observe an obvious reduction in synaptic vesicle distri- we obtained genomic sequences flanking the hiwEP in-
sert. The 59 flanking sequence matched an expressedbution in hiw mutants, the reduction in quantal content
suggests more subtle defects in the release mechanism. sequence tag (EST) from the BDGP database (cDNA
clone LD10566) that encodes a protein of 825 amino
acids. Using 39 genomic DNA fragments as probes, weMapping the hiw Locus and Identification
of the hiw Transcript screened a Drosophila embryonic cDNA library and
identified an incomplete cDNA clone encoding a differ-The hiw locus was mapped by complementation analy-
sis to lie between 12F and 13A on the X chromosome. ent transcript. Using this analysis, we determined that
hiwEP was inserted between two genes, which we referDeficiency (Df) RK2 (12D2±E1; 13A2±5) and Df RK4
(12F5±6; 13A9±B1) (Drysdale et al., 1991) both uncover to as gene A (59 transcript) and gene B (39 transcript) in
the following section (Figure 5A).hiw. Screening of the P element insertions in the region
revealed that the EP(X)1305 insert produces a weak hiw To determine which of the two transcripts is hiw, we
performed RNA in situ hybridization with both tran-phenotype on its own. The phenotype is enhanced in
EP/Df animals. Chromosome in situ hybridization placed scripts. In wild-type embryos, gene A is expressed in
mesodermal tissues, including the body wall musclesthe hiwEP insertion site at 13A5±6 (Berkeley Drosophila
Genome Project [BDGP]), consistent with the recombi- and the visceral mesoderm (data not shown). Gene B, on
the other hand, has a nervous system±specific pattern ofnation mapping of the hiwEMS allele, which placed hiwEMS
at 1±49.8, between 13A and 13B (data not shown). expression (Figure 6A). Because the mutant phenotype
is observed at the NMJ, we could not eliminate eitherUsing inverse PCR and genomic rescue techniques,
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Figure 6. HIW Is Expressed by CNS and PNS Neurons and Is Localized to CNS Neuropil and Synaptic Boutons at the Larval NMJ
(A) Whole-mount stage 13 wild-type embryo labeled with mAb BP102 (brown; this stains all CNS axons), as well as for hiw mRNA (purple).
hiw is strongly expressed by all CNS neurons, as well as all PNS neurons. No nonneuronal expression is seen.
(B) Two abdominal segments of a wild-type stage 17 embryo in a fillet preparation. Arrows mark the localization of HIW protein at nascent
NMJ synapses.
(C) CNS of a stage 17 wild-type embryo stained for hiw mRNA. hiw mRNA is present uniformly within the CNS at low level and is localized
to CNS axon tracts (open arrows) at high level.
(D) CNS of a stage 17 wild-type embryo stained with anti-HIW mAb. HIW is localized to CNS longitudinal axon tracts (open arrows). (This is
where the synaptic neuropil forms.) Since we observed no HIW staining of CNS axons in the nerve roots, we presume this staining of the
longitudinal axon tracts corresponds to staining of the synaptic neuropil.
(E) Muscle 4 in a wild-type third instar larva stained with anti-HIW mAb. HIW is localized to synaptic boutons of both type Ib (MN4a) and type
Is (MN4b). Note that HIW is absent from the motor axons within the intersegmental nerve (open arrows).
(F) Muscle 4 in a hiwND8 third instar larvae stained with anti-HIW mAb. HIW synaptic staining is absent.
transcript as the candidate for hiw based on the expres- synapses on muscle 5 and muscles 21±24 were missing,
n 5 516 hemisegments). In contrast, injection of thesion pattern.
We employed the RNA interference technique (Fire dsRNA encoded by gene B produced expanded syn-
apses identical to those seen in hiw mutants (92.5% ofet al., 1998; Kennerdell and Carthew, 1998) to test the
candidacy of both transcripts. Double stranded RNA the larval segments examined had hiw-like expanded
synapses, n 5 384 hemisegments).(dsRNA) fragments from both transcripts were gener-
ated and injected into embryos carrying the CD8-GFP- The results from the RNA interference experiments
suggest that hiw is encoded by the neurally expressedSh marker (see Experimental Procedures). The CD8-
GFP-Sh marker allows us to visualize NMJ synapses gene B. In an independent screen for synaptic morphol-
ogy mutants on the X chromosome (A. D., unpublishedin third instar larvae (Zito et al., 1999). Two different
fragments from each gene were used and produced data), we isolated 12 additional hiw alleles. Of the 12
mutant alleles, 10 (ND8, -9, -16, -17, -36, -42, -45, -48,similar results (data not shown). Injections of dsRNA
encoded by gene A produced animals with largely nor- -59, and -69) have the same phenotype as the original
hiwEMS allele, and all display the same phenotype overmal synapses (in about 5% of the segments examined,
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Df RK2 or Df RK4, suggesting that all are null mutants rpm-1, the C. elegans homolog of hiw, was identified
or very strong hypomorphs; 2 of the 12 (ND51 and -55) in two different genetic screens for synaptic mutants.
have somewhat weaker phenotypes and have enhanced In one screen (Zhen et al., 2000), mutants were recov-
phenotypes when placed over deficiencies, indicating ered that showed abnormal distribution of a presynaptic
that they are hypomorphs. Sequencing of all 13 hiwEMS marker at synapses from GABAergic motor neurons.
alleles reveals that at least 6 of these alleles have single EM analysis reveals that rpm-1 mutant GABAergic and
nucleotide changes within the coding sequence of gene cholinergic synapses have abnormal ultrastructure, such
B that result in early stop codons or amino acid substitu- as a single presynaptic terminal containing multiple ac-
tions (ND8, -9, -16, -42, -51, and -69; Figure 5A). We tive zones.
subsequently found two additional P element insertions, In the other screen (Schaefer et al., 2000), rpm-1 mu-
PF253 and EP(X)1308 (Figure 5A; see Experimental Pro- tants were recovered that showed abnormal distribution
cedures), that have strong and weak hiw phenotypes, of a presynaptic marker at synapses from posterior lat-
respectively. The PF253 insertion site is 13 nucleotides eral mechanosensory neurons. These are most likely
away from EP(X)1305, both locating within the large in- glutamatergic synapses. This study subsequently exam-
tron between gene A and gene B. EP(X)1308 is inserted ined cholinergic motor neurons and found similar synap-
in the 59UTR region of gene B. We also could not rescue tic defects. In addition, the axonal branching pattern of
the hiw mutant phenotype with either muscle or neuronal the mechanosensory neurons was found to be abnormal
expression of a cDNA encoded by gene A and did not in the mutants.
detect any changes in gene A's coding sequence in the The homology among these three proteins (Drosoph-
hiwEMS allele (data not shown). Taken together with the ila HIW, C. elegans RPM-1, and human Pam) is distrib-
protein localization data and the dominant-negative re- uted throughout the entire ORF (Figure 5B). All three
sult obtained with a partial hiw cDNA transgene (see proteins contain the RCC1-like domain, PHR repeats
below), we conclude that hiw is encoded by gene B, the (named for Pam/HIW/RPM-1), and the zinc finger clus-
neuronal transcript. ter. Sequences outside the obvious structural domains
also share similarities. From an evolutionary perspec-
HIW Is a Large Protein with Homologs tive, HIW is more closely related to Pam than is RPM-1
in both C. elegans and Human (Figure 5C). The most conserved regions are the C-ter-
We obtained overlapping hiw cDNA clones encom- minal zinc finger cluster domain of 430 amino acids as
passing a single complete open reading frame (ORF) well as the internal PHR repeats. HIW is the largest of
by screening several cDNA libraries made from various the three proteins: 593 amino acids larger than Pam
developmental stages. We inferred the gene structure and 1468 amino acids larger than RPM-1. These extra
of hiw by comparing the cDNA sequence with genomic sequences are distributed throughout the protein. Se-
sequence generated by the BDGP and our own se- quences unique to HIW have similarity to coiled-coil
quencing effort (Figure 5A). The full-length cDNA is domains. One feature common to only HIW and RPM-1
16,179 bp in length and encodes an enormous protein is that they both partially lack a 300 amino acid region
of 5233 amino acids (for details of cloning, see Experi- in Pam that was shown to be required for binding to
mental Procedures; complete cDNA sequence and de- Myc (Guo et al., 1998).
duced protein ORF can be found in the public database
as accession number TBD). The predicted molecular
HIW Is Expressed at Synaptic Boutonsweight is 566 kDa.
How does this large cytoplasmic protein function toThere are several conspicuous protein motifs present
control synaptic growth in Drosophila? In a first attemptin HIW (Figure 5B). These motifs include at the N termi-
to understand HIW function, we examined both itsnus, a region of seven tandem repeats similar to those
mRNA and protein distribution. For protein localization,first described in a protein known as RCC1, for regulator
we generated a monoclonal antibody against HIW (seeof chromosome condensation (Bischoff and Ponstingl,
Experimental Procedures).1991). The C terminus contains a cysteine-rich domain
Analysis by in situ hybridization shows that hiw mRNAthat may have multiple zinc finger motifs, two of which
is largely, if not exclusively, neural specific (Figure 6A).can be clearly defined as a RING-type and a B-box-type
Antisense probes labeled the ventral neurogenic regionzinc finger. Toward the middle of the protein are two
as early as stage 5. The staining persists in the neuro-direct repeats of 90 amino acid (PHR repeats, see below)
genic region at later stages and reaches its peak aroundand a coiled-coil domain. We did not detect any signal
stage 13, when both CNS and PNS neurons clearly ex-peptide or transmembrane domains. Thus, we infer that
press this transcript (Figure 6A). After embryonic stageHIW is a putative cytoplasmic protein.
14, the strength of CNS and PNS cell body expressionWhen we searched the NCBI database, we found that
starts to decrease. By stages 16 and 17, we observeHIW is homologous to a human protein called Pam, for
weak staining of neuronal cell bodies throughout theprotein associated with Myc (Guo et al., 1998), as well
CNS. However, by this stage, we also observe darkeras to a C. elegans protein (Figure 5B) shown by two
staining in a pattern within the CNS that coincides withother groups to be encoded by the rpm-1 gene (Schaefer
the longitudinal axon tracts found where the synapticet al., 2000 [this issue of Neuron]; Zhen et al., 2000 [this
neuropil forms (Figure 6C; we observed the same patternissue of Neuron).
with four independent RNA in situ probes). This expres-Pam was identified in an expression screen for pro-
sion of mRNA is not associated with specific cell bodies,teins that bind to Myc, the product of c-MYC protoonco-
and thus we conclude that it represents mRNA in axonalgene. Pam was shown to be located in the nucleus and
associated with Myc in tissue culture cells. processes or synaptic region.
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Figure 7. HIW and Fas II Are Localized to Periactive Zones
Confocal fluorescence microscopy of synaptic boutons of wild-type (Canton S) third instar larvae stained with different antibodies. Scale bar,
0.5 mm.
(A) Fas II (green) is localized to subboutonic areas. Note that the staining is not uniform and that it often surrounds nonstaining circles.
(B) Fas II (green) and Pak (red) protein localizations are complementary. Since Pak is at active zones (see [C]), this shows that Fas II is in
boutons but is localized outside active zones.
(C) Pak (red) and glutamate receptor IIB subunit (GluRIIB, green) proteins colocalize to active zones. Anti-Myc mAb was used to detect Myc-
GluRIIB localization in flies carrying MHC-myc-GluRIIB transgene.
(D) HIW (green) protein distribution at synaptic boutons is not uniform, similar to that of Fas II (A).
(E and F) HIW (green) and Pak (red) also have complementary and nonoverlapping protein localization, indicating that HIW, just like Fas II, is
localized to periactive zones outside active zone areas.
HIW protein is detectable at early embryonic stages Experimental Procedures). The HIW mAb detects this
HIW protein fragment ectopically expressed in musclesin the CNS (data not shown). In contrast to the mRNA
expression, we did not see a peak of protein expression or in tracheal branches (data not shown), further con-
firming its specificity. When the horseradish peroxidasearound stage 13. Rather, antibody staining reveals that
HIW protein expression in the CNS is, by and large, (HRP) product is overdeveloped, the antibody also
faintly stains the surface of muscles and each of theirconstant from stage 13 through the end of embryogene-
sis (data not shown). Within the CNS, most of the protein attachment sites (data not shown). However, we believe
that this staining is due to the recognition of an unrelatedis expressed in the region of the longitudinal axon tracts
around which the synaptic neuropil forms (Figure 6D). protein(s) since this staining is still present at about the
same level in all of the hiw mutants.We see no protein in the CNS nerve roots, none in the
peripheral motor and sensory nerves, and very little in
the commissural axon pathways. Thus, its expression
correlates with where the synaptic neuropil forms in the HIW Expression at Synaptic Boutons Is Localized
to Periactive ZonesCNS. Outside the CNS, the predominant location of HIW
protein expression is at NMJ synapses in the embyro To study the localization of HIW at individual boutons,
we employed confocal microscopy. We first examined(Figure 6B). We first observed protein expression during
stage 16, just as these synapses are forming. HIW alone and observed that the staining is not uniform
in boutons but rather is confined to patches (Figure 7D).In third instar larvae, we observe protein expression
at the NMJ and at the CNS neuropil (Figure 6E; data not We next performed double labeling experiments with
HIW and other synaptic markers. Antibodies against Sytshown). Type I synaptic boutons are clearly stained at
all NMJs on all muscles. We also detect weaker staining and DLG (Budnik et al., 1996) label synaptic terminals
in a rather uniform fashion. Double labeling with anti-of type II boutons. The synaptic staining is largely absent
at the NMJ in hiw mutant alleles ND8 (Figure 6F), -9, HIW and anti-Syt, as well as anti-DLG, confirms that
HIW is not uniform within synaptic boutons (data notand -69, and is greatly reduced in hiw mutant alleles
hiwEMS, ND16, and ND51. In addition, we generated a shown).
To further identify the position and significance oftransgenic line of flies (pUAS-HIWC1-LD) that ectopically
expresses a fragment of HIW protein containing the epi- these HIW patches, we looked for antibodies that label
active zones versus the areas around active zones,tope used for generating the antibody (Figure 5B; see
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Figure 8. Immuno-EM Microscopy Analysis
Confirms that HIW Is Localized to Periactive
Zones
(A±E) Immuno-EMs show serial sections of a
wild-type (Canton S) third instar larva stained
with anti-HIW mAb and HRP immuno-EM. As-
terisk marks the position of a T bar at the
center of an active zone. Arrowheads point
to the beginning of HIW staining areas out-
side the active zone.
(F) A flattened reconstruction from serial im-
muno-EM sections, showing that the HIW ex-
pression domain (gray) surrounds nonstain-
ing areas, which are the active zones. These
active zones have T bars (black).
Scale bar, 0.5 mm (A±E); 1 mm (F).
called periactive zones (M. Sone et al., submitted). The To examine the periactive zone localization of HIW
postsynaptic membrane just opposite the presynaptic protein in greater detail, we performed immuno-EM
active zones can be labeled with antibodies against an analysis (Figure 8). We found that HIW protein is associ-
epitope tag on transgenic glutamate receptor subunits ated with both the plasma membrane of boutons in
(MHC-myc-DGluRIIB) (Petersen et al., 1997). For double all periactive zone areas and with clusters of vesicles
labeling with anti-HIW, however, we needed another outside active zones. However, active zones, T bars,
active zone marker that was not a mouse monoclonal and vesicles clustered at active zones are devoid of
antibody. For such a probe, we turned to the Drosophila staining (Figure 8). We also observed some HIW staining
homolog of the Pak cytoplasmic kinase (Hing et al., associated with postsynaptic membranes opposite peri-
1999; C. Hama, personal communication). We found that active zones, even though in situ hybridization analysis
the glutamate receptor subunit and Pak are precisely did not reveal muscle expression of hiw mRNA. In our
colocalized (Figure 7C). By double labeling HIW and immuno-EM serial section reconstruction of boutons
Pak, we found that most HIW patches are nonoverlap- containing 20 active zones, the nonstaining active zones
ping with Pak staining spots and form a pattern comple- (which contained T bars and clusters of clear synaptic
mentary to that of Pak (Figures 7E and 7F). These data vesicles) measured 570 6 50 nm, while the areas be-
indicate that HIW is localized to the periactive zones tween them (the periactive zones) were all stained by
that surround the active zones. the anti-HIW antibody and measured 1389 6 144 nm.
Interestingly, we observed a similar pattern of expres-
Given the variability of these measurements, the HIW
sion of the CAM Fas II. Fas II staining is seen in nonover-
exclusion zone width of 570 6 50 nm in the immuno-lapping areas around Pak staining (Figure 7B; this result
EM is in the same range as, but is a bit wider than,was first described to us by C. Hama, personal commu-
our independent assessment of active zone width innication; see also M. Sone et al., submitted). The staining
conventional EM (see above) of 469 6 24 nm. We dowith both Fas II and HIW fills the space outside the
not know whether this z50 nm (z10%) difference onPak staining areas, suggesting that both are localized
each side represents a real difference or whether wearound but not in active zones.
have simply underestimated the width of the active zoneWe used one additional antibody to confirm the distri-
by classic ultrastructural criteria.bution of HIW protein outside active zones. Dap160 is
a presynaptic membrane-associated protein that physi-
A Transgene Expressing a HIW Fragment Behavescally interacts with dynamin and is organized into an
in a Dominant-Negative Manner Whenªendocytic honeycombº that surrounds active zones
Expressed Presynaptically(Roos and Kelly, 1998, 1999). Double labeling between
As a first step to gaining insight into the mechanismsHIW and Dap160 reveals that the two proteins have
of HIW function, we generated transgenic flies carryinglargely overlapping distributions (data not shown), fur-
different HIW fragments. One such transgene (pUAS-ther supporting the idea that HIW protein is localized to
subboutonic regions outside the active zones. HIWC1-LD) contains a HIW fragment between amino acids
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2418 and 3461, fused to enhanced green fluorescent However, although greatly expanded, these synapses
are not stronger, as one might have expected, but ratherprotein (EGFP) (Figure 5B; see Experimental Proce-
dures). When this transgene was expressed panneurally have a reduced quantal content. One possibility is that
the reduction in quantal content is itself the primaryusing elav-Gal4 (Luo et al., 1994) in an otherwise wild-
type background, we observed expanded synaptic defect and that this physiological defect leads to the
increased growth in an attempt to compensate and re-structures at the NMJ of third instar larvae (data not
shown). This phenotype is qualitatively similar to that of turn the strength back to normal. But this is unlikely,
since mutant conditions that lead to an even greaterhiw loss-of-function mutants, although quantitatively it
is not as severe. When we expressed the same trans- reduction in quantal content (e.g., mutations in synaptic
vesicle protein synaptotagmin) do not lead to presynap-gene in muscles using the panmuscle 24B-Gal4 en-
hancer trap line (Luo et al., 1994), we did not observe tic sprouting at this synapse (DiAntonio and Schwarz,
1994). Thus, the overgrowth of the synapse appears toany phenotype at the NMJ. This result further suggests
that HIW functions on the presynaptic side to control be a primary defect. The data suggest that the physio-
logical defect is either secondary to the overgrowth orsynaptic growth.
an independent primary defect.
hiw encodes a large protein of 5233 amino acids (pre-Discussion
dicted to be 566 kDa) found at presynaptic terminals.
Within presynaptic terminals, HIW is localized to areasUsing a genetic approach in Drosophila, we have identi-
surrounding active zones, the periactive zone. It is con-fied the hiw gene and shown that it functions as a nega-
spicuously absent from active zones. At the immuno-tive regulator of synaptic growth. Our phenotypic analy-
EM level, HIW is associated with the plasma membranesis has focused on the glutamatergic NMJ, but since all
and with vesicles near the membrane but outside theneurons appear to express both hiw mRNA and HIW
active zone. Fas II, a CAM that also controls synapticprotein, it is reasonable to suggest that hiw functions
growth (see Introduction), is found at the same locationat most, if not all, synapses.
as HIW at the periactive zones (M. Sone et al., submitted;The original ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) allele was
Figure 7B).isolated in a behavioral screen that selected for viable
Our results suggest that HIW functions largely on themutations. We subsequently isolated 12 additional EMS
presynaptic side of the synapse. Certainly, at the NMJ,alleles. All 13 EMS alleles and 3 P element alleles are
we detect high levels of hiw mRNA in motor neurons andviable, either alone or in trans over one another, or over
undetectable levels in muscles. We have been unable toeither of two deficiencies that remove the gene. Several
perform transgenic rescue experiments of this gene inof these alleles are likely to be true nulls based on their
Drosophila due to the enormous size of the ORF andphenotype over deficiencies and the presence of prema-
the complexity of the genomic region containing the hiwture stop codons. Thus, the hiw mutant phenotype de-
transcript. Nevertheless, we have been able to use ascribed hereÐviable flies with dramatic synaptic over-
partial hiw cDNA transgene to generate a dominant-growthÐis likely to represent the true null phenotype.
negative phenotype in which the NMJ overgrows, just asThe adult walking defect described for the original
in hiw loss-of-function mutants. This dominant-negativehiwEMS allele was mapped within the same deficiencies
phenotype is only observed when the HIW fragment isthat remove the hiw gene (R. S., unpublished data). We
expressed on the presynaptic rather than postsynapticalso observed similarly expanded synaptic structures
side of this synapse, further suggesting that HIW proteinat adult NMJs (data not shown). We have not tested any
normally functions on the presynaptic side.of the new hiw alleles for walking defects, and so we
The homologous gene in the nematode C. elegans,cannot say with certainty that the behavioral defect seen
rpm-1 also seems to function cell autonomously in pre-in the original allele is due to the loss of hiw function.
synaptic neurons. The expression of RPM-1 on the pre-In hiw mutants, motor axon pathfinding and target
synaptic side of the synapse completely rescues func-recognition appear normal. Synapses initially form at
tion, and rpm-1 is required only in presynaptic neuronstheir normal locations on the appropriate muscles and
in genetic mosaic analysis (Schaefer et al., 2000; Zheninduce appropriate postsynaptic glutamate receptor
et al., 2000). Thus, taken together with the nematodeclustering. These synapses normally grow and sprout
data, we conclude that HIW regulates synaptic growthduring larval development. But in hiw mutants, they are
by functioning on the presynaptic side of the synapse.greatly expanded in both the number of boutons, and
the extent and length of branches. The expanded syn-
apses in hiw mutants have smaller-than-normal boutons HIW May Function at Many Synapses and Not Just
at the Drosophila NMJbut appear normal ultrastructurally in terms of active
zones, T bars, clusters of synaptic vesicles, and folds Our phenotypic analysis has been focused on the NMJ,
where we can visualize the branching pattern of individ-of the subsynaptic reticulum. Occasionally, the over-
growth is so extensive that motor axons wander over ual presynaptic terminal arbors, count the number of
boutons, use confocal microscopy to image subcellularto adjacent muscles that they would not innervate nor-
mally. This aspect of the hiw phenotype is similar to localization of components, and use conventional and
immuno-EM to analyze identified synapses. These tech-what is seen when the CAM Fas II is overexpressed on
target muscles (Davis et al., 1997). niques are much more difficult to apply to identified
terminal arbors and synapses in the CNS. We have beenPhysiologically, hiw synapses are functional, as is evi-
dent from the viable nature of the null mutants and the unable to find single cell probes that would allow this
kind of quantitative analysis in the fruit fly CNS.fact that they are capable of many motor behaviors.
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Nevertheless, we speculate that HIW might function growth. Too much adhesion stabilizes the synapse and
at many synapses, and not just the NMJ. First, hiw mRNA inhibits growth; a reduction of adhesion destabilizes
is expressed by all CNS and PNS neurons. Interestingly, the synapse and permits growth. It is at this interface
toward the end of embryogenesis, we detect hiw mRNA between synaptic stabilization and the regulation of syn-
in the synaptic neuropil in the CNS, suggesting that aptic growth that HIW appears to function.
hiw mRNA may be actively transported to near CNS Mutations in other genes have been identified that
synapses. We did not observe hiw mRNA in motor or lead to an increase in synaptic sprouting and growth at
sensory axons in the periphery. We also did not observe the Drosophila NMJ, including K1 channel mutants, such
hiw mRNA in the nerve roots in the CNS. Thus, we con- as eag Sh (Budnik et al., 1990), and mutants in the cAMP
clude that hiw mRNA is localized in the areas where the phosphodiesterase dnc (Zhong and Wu, 1991; Zhong et
synaptic neuropil forms. Whether hiw mRNA is ex- al., 1992). Although these genetic conditions lead to
pressed specifically at synapses awaits future investi- synaptic sprouting, none of them are as dramatic as is
gation. hiw. No other known mutation has such a tremendous
Second, HIW protein, as detected with anti-HIW anti- overgrowth phenotype at this synapse as does hiw.
bodies, is localized in the periphery at synaptic terminals Taken together, all of these considerations lead us to
of the NMJ, and in the CNS throughout the synaptic conclude that HIW normally functions to control synap-
neuropil. Since we did not observe any axonal staining tic stabilization and growth.
with the antibody, we think the staining is consistent
with HIW being localized at synapses. Comparison of HIW with Piccolo and Bassoon
Third, although our phenotypic characterization of hiw In certain respects, HIW protein is reminiscent of two
mutants in Drosophila focuses on the glutamatergic other large presynaptic proteins, Bassoon and Piccolo
NMJ, mutations in the homologous gene in the nema- (Cases-Langhoff et al., 1996; tom Dieck et al., 1998;
tode give rise to altered synaptic structure at GABAergic Fenster et al., 2000). (Piccolo is identical to a previously
synapses (Zhen et al., 2000) and glutamatergic and cho- described protein, Aczonin; Wang et al., 1999.) Both of
linergic synapses (Schaefer et al., 2000). Thus, HIW pro- these proteins are expressed presynaptically, both are
tein functions at a variety of synapses in the nematode cytoplasmic, both are enormous (.420 kDa), both
and at the glutamatergic NMJ in Drosophila, and it is contain zinc fingers (of the kind associated with pro-
expressed throughout the synaptic neuropil in Dro- tein±protein interactions), and both contain coiled-coil
sophila. domains. But these two proteins also have striking dif-
ferences from HIW. Whereas Bassoon and Piccolo are
HIW Functions to Control Synaptic Stabilization expressed at presynaptic active zones around the clus-
and Growth tered synaptic vesicles and appear to function as part
Why do hiw mutants have expanded synapses in Dro- of a presynaptic cytomatrix involved in the movement
sophila? One possibility is that synapses never properly and clustering of synaptic vesicles, HIW is expressed
form in hiw mutants and that the HIW protein controls at periactive zones. In addition, there do not appear to
synapse formation. In this respect, the exuberant termi- be orthologs of Bassoon and Piccolo in the fly genome
nal motor axon branching across muscles observed in (Rubin et al., 2000). Thus, HIW appears to define a new
hiw mutants resembles the expanded nerve branching function and, perhaps, a new kind of presynaptic cyto-
across muscles seen in agrin or MuSK knockout mice matrix that is localized to the periactive zone and func-
(DeChiara et al., 1996; Gautam et al., 1996). But in these tions in the control of synaptic stabilization and growth.
mutant mice, synapses do not properly form, and post-
synaptic receptors do not properly cluster. These NMJs
The Periactive Zone Appears to Contain the Machinerydo not function, and thus these mouse mutants are le-
that Controls Synaptic Growththal. In contrast, in hiw mutants, synapses form, active
On the presynaptic side of a synapse, most studies havezones appear normal ultrastructurally, and postsynaptic
focused on the active zone and its components. Thereceptors cluster. hiw mutant flies are viable. Thus, HIW
active zone contains the vesicle docking and releaseis not necessary for synapse formation per se.
machinery, the clustered synaptic vesicles, the machin-A second and more likely possibility is that HIW func-
ery to move and restrain vesicles, and the modulatorstions in a mechanism that regulates either synaptic sta-
and regulators of transmitter release. Synaptic functionbilization, synaptic growth, or both. The major pheno-
is associated with the active zone. But the active zonetype is synaptic overgrowth. It is difficult to distinguish
does not contain all functions associated with thebetween a model in which the primary function of HIW is
synapse.for synaptic stabilization versus one in which the primary
In the present paper, we provide evidence supportingfunction is for synaptic growth. Moreover, these two
the idea (M. Sone et al., submitted) that the zone outsideprocesses are likely to be intimately linked.
of the active zoneÐthe periactive zoneÐis an importantAt the Drosophila NMJ synapse, the CAM Fas II con-
area that contains the regulatory machinery for synaptictrols synaptic stabilization. In its complete absence, the
stabilization and growth. M. Sone et al. (submitted) re-synapse retracts (Schuster et al., 1996a). But Fas II levels
cently showed that the CAM Fas II and the guaninecontrol synaptic growth, and these levels of Fas II are
nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) SIF are both localizedregulated by neural activity (Schuster et al., 1996b). A
in the periactive zone. We show here that HIW protein50% decrease in Fas II leads to an increase in presynap-
is also localized to the periactive zone and confirm thetic sprouting and growth. These data suggest that while
localization of Fas II. We were unable to perform doubleadhesion is required for synaptic stabilization, the mod-
ulation of the levels of adhesion regulate synaptic labeling experiments with HIW and Fas II because both
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antibodies were generated in mice. Nevertheless, we overgrowth, increasing the number of boutons and the
complexity of presynaptic branches. We see no defectbelieve that these two proteins are colocalized to the
in axon pathfinding, target selection, or the initial stagesperiactive zone based on their similar localization pat-
of synapse formation. rpm-1 mutations in the nematodeterns, each complementary to that of Pak. Both Fas II
(Zhen et al., 2000) lead to variable phenotypes in differ-and HIW regulate synaptic growth. We propose that
ent types of NMJ synapses and, most noticeably, athis region that surrounds active zones contains the
larger presynaptic terminal with multiple active zones.machinery for a distinct set of functions, including the
EM analysis showed that the majority of the mutantlong-term regulation of synaptic growth and sprouting.
GABAergic NMJs contain more than two individualIt is interesting to note that the structural domains
presynaptic active zones within the same presynapticpredicted by the primary sequence of HIW have been
terminal, while a smaller portion have fewer synapticshown to mediate protein±protein interactions as well
vesicles and instead are filled with electron-dense de-as to regulate signaling pathways. In RCC1, the seven
bris-like material. Mutant cholinergic NMJs appeared totandem repeats form a seven-bladed propeller struc-
have a single larger active zone with increased numberture, as determined by X-ray crystallography (Renault
and density of synaptic vesicles. The overall axon mor-et al., 1998), and are important for RCC1's function as
phology of the DD, VD, and other ventral cord motora GEF for the nuclear small GTP binding protein Ran
neurons appears normal, and cholinergic synaptic trans-(Bischoff and Ponstingl, 1991). A similar RCC1-like
mission also appears unaffected. However, certain pre-domain in a human protein p532 (HERC1) has also
and postsynaptic components (synaptotagmin SNT-1been demonstrated to stimulate guanine nucleotide ex-
and GABA receptor UNC-49) appear to be mislocalizedchange on other GTPases, such as ARF1, Rab3A, and
in the mutant. In contrast, rpm-1 mutant mechanosen-Rab5 (Rosa et al., 1996). A second RCC1-like domain
sory neurons fail to accumulate synaptic vesicles, re-in p532 binds to clathrin and forms a cytosolic ternary
tract certain synaptic branches, and extend ectopiccomplex with clathrin and Hsp70 (Rosa and Barbacid,
processes in the neuropil (Schaefer et al., 2000).1997). The RCC1-like domain in HIW might act as a
Thus, some aspects of the hiw mutant phenotype areGEF for an unidentified GTPase in a signaling pathway;
consistent with the rpm-1 mutant phenotypes, whilealternatively, it might serve as a protein±protein interac-
other aspects of the phenotypes are different. Synapsestion domain.
in both the nematode and the fruit fly contain presynap-The region of the last 430 amino acids at the C termi-
tic active zones with similar components. But the anat-nus of HIW is cysteine rich and is predicted to contain
omy of synaptic contacts in the two organisms is quitemultiple zinc fingers, two of which can be categorized
distinct. In the nematode, synapses tend to be en pas-as B-box and RING finger motifs. Both the RING and
sant contacts of one axon with another, with synapticthe B-box motifs are zinc binding domains shown to
contacts being made along the axon shaft. In contrast,participate in the formation of protein complexes (re-
in the fruit fly, axons arborize into presynaptic terminals,viewed by Borden and Freemont, 1996; Borden, 1998).
and synaptic contacts are organized into boutons alongRecent studies also suggest a new function for the RING
the branches of the terminal arbor. At the NMJ, thesefinger motif as an E2-dependent ubiquitin ligase (Joaze-
terminal arbors and synaptic boutons undergo a dra-iro et al., 1999; Kamura et al., 1999; Lorick et al., 1999;
matic growth process as boutons expand, new boutonsSeol et al., 1999). These structural motifs in HIW may
are added, and new branches sprout and grow. In manymediate protein±protein interactions and/or regulate
respects, this synaptic organization in the fruit fly is morelevels of proteins via the ubiquitin pathway at periactive
reminiscent of synapses in vertebrates. We observe azones to control synaptic growth.
dramatic overgrowth of the terminal arbor and increaseWe have found a region in HIW that behaves in a
in the number of boutons in the Drosophila hiw mutant,dominant-negative manner when expressed panneu-
while the rpm-1 mutant reveals defects in the spacing
rally. It is interesting that this region does not contain
and organization of active zones (and more occasion-
either the RCC1-like domain or the zinc finger cluster.
ally, retraction or expansion of synaptic branches).
Instead, it contains the coiled-coil domain and the puta- These differences may reflect the increased complexity
tive Myc binding domain. It is possible that this region of synaptic structure in the fruit fly compared with the
in HIW is involved in interactions between HIW and other nematode.
proteins and that the overexpression of this region inter- Finally, how do we reconcile the difference between
feres with such interaction and thus leads to a dominant- what we report here for HIW in Drosophila and the initial
negative phenotype. observation of the expression and potential function of
the HIW homolog in human, Pam? Pam was discovered
Comparison of HIW with Related Proteins as a putative Myc binding protein that is expressed in
in the Nematode and Human the nucleus of tissue culture cells (Guo et al., 1998). We
The hiw gene is highly conserved across phyla. There have found no evidence for nuclear localization of HIW
appears to be one gene in the fruit fly Drosophila (hiw), in Drosophila. Moreover, HIW lacks part of the region
one complete gene in the nematode C. elegans (rpm-1; that has been identified as the Myc binding domain. We
there is a gene duplication in C. elegans, producing a found no evidence for genetic interactions in Drosophila
second minigene next to rpm-1 that expresses only the between hiw and dmyc; moreover, dmyc mutants do
first 2000 amino acids of RPM-1), and one known gene not show a synaptic phenotype in Drosophila (H. I. W.,
in human (PAM). The function of HIW at the synapse is unpublished data). At present, nothing is known about
also conserved between the fruit fly and the worm. Pam function in mammals. It is also possible that addi-
tional HIW homologs may exist in mammals. Thus,hiw mutations in the fly lead to synaptic sprouting and
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1996a). Thus, variability in muscle size will increase the variabilitywhether HIW homologs in vertebrates function only as
of bouton counts and interfere with quantitation of synaptic size.presynaptic regulators of synaptic stabilization and
Therefore, all bouton counts were normalized to the muscle surfacegrowth or also have taken on additional functions re-
area as described in Schuster et al. (1996a). To quantitate branching
mains to be determined. pattern, anti±Fas II antibody was also used to visualize axon
branches. For quantitation of branching pattern, we only selected
Experimental Procedures A3 segments in which a single nerve entry point was observed.
Wild-type (Berlin) flies have the same genetic background as hiwEMS
Genetic Stocks does and were used as the controls.
hiwEMS was generated on a wild-type (Berlin) background in an EMS
screen for recessive viable mutants with walking defects (Strauss Antibody Production
1995a, 1995b). The 12 ND alleles were generated in an EMS screen A BamHI cDNA fragment encoding HIW amino acids 2684±2818
for recessive enhancers of an uncharacterized mutant that has a was cloned into pQE31 (Qiagen). The 18 kDa 63 His-tagged fusion
dominant synaptic morphology phenotype (A. D. and C. S. G., un- protein was expressed in E. coli stain XL-1 blue and purified using
published data). hiw deficiencies used in mapping were RK2/FM7c Ni-NTA resin as described by the manufacturer (Qiagen). Balb/c
and RK4/FM6 (Drysdale et al., 1991). The genotype of the marker mice were immunized with the fusion protein, and the spleen from
chromosome used in recombination mapping is y, cv, f, v, car. hiwEP the best responder was fused with P3 myeloma cells. On wild-type
was the EP(X)1305 insert in the EP collection (BDGP). hiwPF253 was embryonic and larval tissue, 2304 clones were assayed by ELISA,
generated by local hops from an original insert in the netrin B locus and 165 clones by immunohistochemistry. One clone (6H4) was kept
at 12F (GS1029; Toba et al., 1999). Precise excisions of hiwEP and and used in light and immuno-EM.
hiwPF revert the mutant phenotype back to wild-type. The transgenic
line pUAS-HIWC1-LD has a P element insert on the second chromo-
Microscopy and Immunohistochemistry
some that expresseses HIW amino acids 2418±3461 under the con-
RNA in situ hybridizations, larval dissections, and DAB immunohis-
trol of the UAS enhancer element.
tochemistry were performed as previously described (Lin and Good-
man, 1994). The concentrations of primary antibodies used were as
Cloning and Molecular Analysis
follows: mouse monoclonal antibody against HIW (mAb 6H4), 1:3;
Genomic sequences flanking the hiwEP insert were obtained using
mouse monoclonal antibody against Fas II (mAb 1D4), 1:5; mouse
standard inverse PCR and plasmid rescue methods (BDGP). A 6 kb
monoclonal antibody against Myc (mAb 1-9E10.2), 1:10; rabbit poly-
DNA fragment 39 to hiwEP containing intron sequence and coding
clonal antiserum against Syt (Littleton et al., 1993), 1:2000; rabbit
region (nucleotides 8680±11039) was used as a probe to isolate a
polyclonal antiserum against Dap160 (Roos and Kelly, 1998, 1999),
partial cDNA clone (nucleotides 6501±10720) from an embryonic
1:200; and rabbit polyclonal antiserum against Pak (Hing et al., 1999),
library (LD library, BDGP). Overlapping partial cDNA clones covering
1:3000. The fluorescent secondary antibodies were used at a con-
59UTR to nucleotide 12705 were obtained from a random primed
centration of 1:2000, except for the Cy3-conjugated goat anti-rabbit
larval library and a random primed head library (HR library, BDGP)
antibody, which was diluted to 1:5000. All fluorescent labeled prepa-
by either hybridization or PCR methods. cDNA fragment corre-
rations were performed under minimal light exposure and cleared
sponding to nucleotides 12562±16179 was identified as an EST
in Vectashield (Vector Research).
(LP10764, BDGP). Genomic sequence was obtained from both direct
All light microscopy images were collected on a Zeiss Axiophot
sequencing of genomic DNA and the BDGP database. The pUAS-
microscope. All confocal light microscopy images were collected
HIWC1-LD transgene construct was generated by ligating a DNA frag-
on a Leica TCS NT confocal microscope. Settings were chosen for
ment encoding EGFP (taken from pEGFP-C1, Clontech) and a hiw
laser power, PMT gain, and offset, such that the pixel densities for
cDNA fragmant corresponding to nucleotides 7567±10699 into the
the brightest samples were just below saturation level. A Z series
transformation vector pUAST. The resulting construct expresses a
(0.3±0.6 mm sections each averaged four times) that included most
GFP-tagged HIW partial protein under the control of the UAS en-
of the synaptic boutons was projected to a single image using the
hancer element.
maximum intensity method.
RNA Interference Analysis
Conventional and Immuno-EM MicroscopyFragments corresponding to hiw cDNA nucleotides 9806±11038 and
Conventional EM of third instar wild-type (Berlin) and hiwEMS/RK4to nucleotides 8667±9272 (which included a 473 nt intronic region)
larvae, and immuno-EM of third instar Canton S larvae, were per-were subcloned into Bluescript vector. Fragments corresponding
formed according to procedures described previously (Lin et al.,to LD10566 nucleotides 1610±2196 and nucleotides 1±490 (including
1994), with the following modifications. Following PLP fixation for59UTR of 250 nt) were cloned into Bluescript. Single stranded RNA
immuno-EM, the larvae were rinsed with Na cacodylate buffer andspecies were generated from the T3 and T7 promoters in the vector
fixed an additional 10 min with 0.05%±0.1% glutaraldehyde in Nausing Megascript (Ambion). DsRNA species were produced by an-
cacodylate buffer. The fixed larvae were incubated sequentially withnealing equimolar quantities of sense and antisense RNAs. All RNA
anti-HIW (1:10) overnight at 48C, biotinylated goat anti-mouse sec-species were checked and quantitated on agarose gels. DsRNAs
ondary antibody (1:200) for 1 hr at room temperature, and thenin annealing buffer (1 mM Tris [pH 7.5], 1 mM EDTA) were injected
streptavidin-conjugated HRP (1:200) for 1 hr at room temperature.into the posterior end of CD8-GFP-Sh embryos at stages 1±4, 4±9,
Serial sections were cut at a thickness of 70 nm.or 9±12. Third instar larvae developed from the injected embryos
were heat killed and examined using confocal microscopy in whole
Electrophysiologymount.
Intracellular recordings were made from muscle 6, segment A3, in
wild-type (Berlin) and hiwEMS third instar larvae as previously de-Sequencing Mutant Alleles
scribed (Petersen et al., 1997). The larvae were dissected in physio-DNA fragments, including different coding regions between hiw
logical saline HL3 (Stewart et al., 1994) containing 0.5 mM Ca21.cDNA nucleotide 4368 and nucleotide 13894, were PCR amplified
Data were used when the input resistance of the muscle was .5MV,from genomic DNA templates made from mutant and wild-type male
and the resting membrane potential was between 260 and 280 mV.adult flies. Direct sequencing reactions of PCR products were per-
The mEJP amplitudes were measured by hand using the cursorformed on ABI automatic sequencer (Promega). Molecular lesions
option in Clampfit software (Axon Instrument), and mean mEJP am-were confirmed by sequencing both strands of independently gener-
plitudes were calculated from mEJPs. Mean EJP size was calculatedated PCR products.
by measuring the amplitude of the computer-generated trace aver-
age of EJP traces. Quantal content was estimated by dividing theQuantification of Synaptic Size
mean EJP by the mean mEJP. Average EJP amplitudes betweenThe number of boutons was counted following anti-Syt staining as
20 and 30 mV were typical for wild type and in the range in whichpreviously described (Schuster et al., 1996a). There is a tight cou-
pling between muscle size and bouton number (Schuster et al., nonlinear summation might be a problem. Therefore, the quantal
Neuron
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content values shown were corrected for nonlinear summation ac- C.C. (2000). Piccolo, a presynaptic zinc finger protein structurally
related to Bassoon. Neuron 25, 203±214.cording to Martin (1955).
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